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              We are excited to announce that we have acquired the domain GetAustraliaStanding.org, which was formerly the website of Get Australia Standing, a campaign to educate and promote the benefits of active working and reducing sedentary behaviour. This strategic acquisition aligns with our vision of creating ergonomic and healthy workspaces for Australians, and we look forward to providing more value and resources to our customers and visitors.



About GetAustraliaStanding.org

Get Australia Standing was a dynamic campaign that aimed to increase awareness and education of the dangers of sedentary working and prolonged sitting time. The website offered information, tips, tools and resources on how to incorporate more movement and activity into the workday, such as using sit-stand desks, taking breaks, stretching and walking. The campaign also partnered with various organisations and experts to advocate for more active working policies and practices in workplaces across Australia.

About Desky.com.au

[image: Desky products and accessories]

Desky is a leading provider of ergonomic sit stand desks, office chairs, office accessories and solutions for home and office use. We specialise in minimalist and highly productive office furniture with a niche range of speciality office products. Our products are designed with the user in mind to ensure an easier work-flow throughout the day while also creating a working environment that resonates with your inspiration of a dream office.

We believe that no sit stand desk or accessory should create headaches during assembly, so we've simplified designs to reduce assembly time. We also pride ourselves on accessories to further compliment your work flow, making your day easier and more productive.

We are passionate about helping people work better, be more productive and feel healthy by making movement easy. Our dedication to quality and reliability is unmatched - Our first sit stand computer desks are still on display and used to this day! We work with numerous local and internationally sourced components to build a bespoke office space experience. All Desky stand up office desks & accessories are designed with the user in mind to ensure an easier work-flow throughout the day while also creating a working environment that resonates with your inspiration of a dream office.

We are thrilled to welcome GetAustraliaStanding.org to our Desky family, and we hope you will join us in celebrating this milestone. The joining of Desky and GetAustraliaStanding.org represents a compelling fusion of mutual values and visions for healthier, more productive workplaces. Both entities have long championed the importance of active working habits, marrying research and innovative products to create spaces that inspire and nurture health and productivity.

We invite you to explore our website and discover our range of standing desks, office chairs, monitor stands, accessories and solutions that can help you create your ideal workspace.

More Popular Products from Desky

	Corner Desk Collection
	Office Desk Collection
	Gaming Desk Collection
	Desk Frame Collection


If you have any questions or feedback, please feel free to contact us anytime. Thank you for your continued support and trust in Desky.
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                  How do I hide my computer screen?

                

                
                Browsing the web or working on top-secret projects? Concealing your computer screen is oftentimes a cr...
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                Working from home is pretty much standard now for a lot of people, and whilst some have already been e...
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                  Expert Ways To Reduce Work-Related Chronic Pain

                

                
                Do you ever come home from work feeling so tense that it seems impossible to relax? You're not alone. ...
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                  Sitting Problems: What Are the Sitting Risks You Should Kn..

                

                
                Sitting for long periods has many risk factors that can jointly impact multiple areas of your body.
Ex...
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